
 
 

 

 

IOE Members’ Area 

The new IOE Members’ Area is a dedicated and protected space for members and partners. It can 
only be accessed through a personal login by each user. This login is the same as the one you have 
previously been using. If you have not yet created your user profile please go on this page and follow 
the instructions. 

Once you login to the Members’ Area you will arrive to the main menu, called Dashboard (see image 
below). The Dashboard allows you to access all parts of the Members’ Area either through the menu 
on top or the cards below (1 and 3 below). There is also a banner with important news (2). It is 
important that this section and menu are separate from the public IOE website and menu (which can 
still be accessed on the top right corner – 4). 

 

 
 

 

As you can see from the image above there are several distinct areas to explore. 

News 

This area is very similar to the News section of IOE’s public website. It presents a list of news in 

chronological order. The important difference is that here you can see News for the public (just like 

on the normal website) but also protected News for members and partners only (which cannot be 

seen on the public website). It is therefore important to check this section periodically for 

information relevant to members.  
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Events 

This area is like the News section and the Events section on the public website. It presents a list of 

upcoming events in chronologic order. However, it also shows events that are for members only and 

that are hidden on the public website. This section also allows you to register to certain IOE events as 

a member. This is not possible without logging in. (see example of an event with a registration button 

below) 

 
 

Document Library 

The Document Library is one of the main features of the Members’ Area. It is a collection of all 

important documents grouped into several folders (2) and tagged with language, type, and date. The 

Document Library has a strong search function (1) which allows to easily find specific documents by 

keyword, date, language, type, or category. Users can either freely browse documents by clicking on 

the different folders or use the search function and find specific documents.  

 
 

Once in a certain folder the search only applies to that folder. For example, as seen below, searching 

for a document in the International Labour Organisation/Governing Body folder by using Document 

Type set to Report and the date from 1 April 2019 to 6 April 2020 will produce results from only that 

folder and not the whole Document Library. 
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Discussion Forums 

Discussion Forums are also a completely new and important feature for members and partners. 
Discussion Forums are meant to be used by members of Policy Working Groups and Business 
Networks and are separate for each of those groups (1). Any user can create a Discussion by asking a 
question or making a comment and or join an existing discussion by adding comments (2).  

 
 

Policy Working Groups and Business Networks 

Each IOE Policy Working Group and Business Network has a dedicated page in the Members’ Area 
that provides an overview of Discussions, News, Events and Documents for that group. The same 
content can be found on the other pages of the Members’ Area but the dedicated pages provide an 
easy and focused view of the content particular to that group.  
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User profile 

Finally, there is a section each user can access called My Profile. This screen provides an overview of 

information for each user’s profile. You can see the information about yourself that IOE has in its 

database on the left (1) and you can change your login password on the right (2). There is a button on 

the bottom left that allows you to request an update of your profile information. This will send an 

email to IOE Secretariat requesting a change of your personal information as specified. This allows 

IOE to maintain up-to-date and relevant information on users of the Members’ Area.  

 

For any questions or additional guidance please contact Robert Marinkovic at marinkovic@ioe-

emp.com  
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